Grammar test – Much and many – ANSWERS

1. Choose the correct sentence!
Read the sentences and underline the correct one.

I haven’t got much time!

a. I haven’t got many time!
I haven’t got some time!

b. I’ve got much computer games.
I’ve got many computer games.
I’ve got lots computer games.

c. Our teacher doesn’t give us most homework.
Our teacher doesn’t give us many homework.
Our teacher doesn’t give us much homework.

d. How much TV programmes do you watch?
How many TV programmes do you watch?
How more TV programmes do you watch?

e. How some money does a chocolate bar cost?
How many money does a chocolate bar cost?
How much money does a chocolate bar cost?

2. Find the mistake!
Find the mistake, underline it and write the correct sentence.

a. There are much toys in my bedroom.  There are many toys in my bedroom.

b. There isn’t some space in my bedroom!  There isn’t much space in my bedroom!

c. My mum hasn’t got many patience.  My mum hasn’t got much patience.

d. How more fruit do you eat?  How much fruit do you eat?

e. How much English books do you have?  How many English books do you have?